Bottled Craft Beer
Victory Lager (Downingtown, PA) Perfectly balanced, this

Pittsburgh
Duquesne Pilsner American pilsner with a light malt and
crisp finish. 3.50

authentic version of a German helles-style lager satisfies
gloriously. Lean, German malts and fine European hops
offer subtle harmony. 4.50

Iron City Lager Oh come on! You know it. 3.50

Victory Storm King Stout (Downingtown, PA) With a huge,

Full Pint Chinookie IPA Full Pint hits this full-bodied IPA

with “nookie” four times during the brewing process to give
this ale its trademark Chinook hop character. 5.50

Penn Dark Munich-style dark beer that’s surprisingly

smooth with a slightly burnt flavor from the black malt, well
balanced bitterness and hop aroma. 4.50

Pennsylvanian
Erie Railbender Ale (Erie, PA) Strong Scottish style ale with
smooth malt flavor and astonishing drinkability. 4.50

Erie Misery Bay IPA (Erie, PA) IPA offering a complex malt
profile loaded with American hops. 4.50

Pacific Northwest hop aroma and character upfront, this beer
subsides into massive, roast malt complexity. 6.00

Voodoo Wynona’s Big Brown Ale (Meadville, PA) Mildly

hoppy and smooth with hints of chocolate and tons of brown
malt to let you know it’s there. 6.00

Voodoo Pilzilla (Meadville, PA) An unfiltered Kellerbier.

Each year Voodoo adds another variety of hop and bumps the
alc a bit. Listed on Beer Advocate as the highest rated
Kellerbier in the world. 6.00

Wyerbacher Simcoe Double IPA (Easton, PA) An
incredible reward for Hopheads seeking the intense hop
flavor in a Double IPA, without the harshness. Brewed
utilizing only the Simcoe hop variety. 8.00
Wyerbacher Hops Infusion (Easton, PA) Made with seven

Yards ESA Amber Ale (Philadelphia, PA) Robust and hearty
amber ale with a malt body and aromatic hop finish. 4.50

hop varieties, this deep copper-orange IPA is loaded with
juicy hop notes of pine, lemon zest, a layer of pink grapefruit
and a strong foundation of toasted caramel malts. 5.00

Yards Brawler (Philadelphia, PA) Crafted in the style of

Wyerbacher Merry Monks (Easton, PA) The pilsner malts

English session ales, this malt-forward, ruby colored ale is
great for when you want to go for a few rounds. 4.50

Yards Philadelphia Pale Ale (Philadelphia, PA) Brewed with
pilsner malt, Philadelphia Pale Ale is crisp and hoppy,
bursting with citrus flavors and aromas. 4.50

combined with the Belgian yeast strains yield a remarkable
and complex flavor - perhaps you’ll note subtle hints of
banana and cookie dough. 5.50

Yuengling Lager (Pottsville, PA) Rich amber color and
medium bodied with roasted caramel malt. 4.00

Yards Gen. Washington’s Porter (Philadelphia, PA) Rich

and warming with a deep garnet hue, this molasses-based
tavern porter follows a recipe Washington used himself. 5.50

American

Stoudt’s Helles (Adamstown, PA) This light bodied, easy

Smuttynose Shoals Pale Ale (New Hampshire) This classic

drinking German-style lager features a subtle balance of
sweet malt and clean crisp hops. 4.50

Stoudt’s Double IPA (Adamstown, PA) Full bodied ale with
intense hop character and deep golden color. Multiple kettle
hop additions and generous dry hopping contribute to the
powerful yet smooth and fragrant body. 6.00

Stoudt’s Triple Belgian (Adamstown, PA) The authentic
Belgian yeast strain used in fermentation contributes to
a rich array of spicy, phenolic, and fruit-like flavors.
Unfiltered with a pale orange color and hazy glow. 6.00

Victory Golden Monkey (Downingtown, PA) Strong and

sensual, this golden, Belgian-style ale glows. The richness of
German malts and Belgian yeast are tempered by a sparkling
approach and overall light body. 5.75

English beer style is copper-colored, medium-bodied and
highly hopped. Its flavor is delightfully complex: tangy fruit
at the start, with an assertive hop crispness and a long malty
palate. 4.50

Smuttynose Robust Porter (New Hampshire) Hearty,
mahogany colored ale is brewed to evoke the dark,
full-bodied ales that were a favorite of dockworkers and
warehousemen. 4.50

Wolavers IPA (Vermont) Robust India Pale Ale which

follows British tradition by using bountiful amounts of fresh
hop cones to produce a crisp, clean character; blending
Magnum, Crystal and Hallertauer hops with generous
amounts of Munich and caramel malt. 4.50

Subject to availability.

Bottled Craft Beer
American (Continued)

Mexican

Stone Levitation Ale (California) Deep amber ale with rich

Corona Golden pilsner with a pale golden hue and mildly

malt flavors, a big hoppy character, citrus overtones (courtesy
of the hops and our special brewer’s yeast) and modest
alcohol. 6.00

Stone Ruination IPA (California) This massive hop monster

hopped. 4.50

Dos Equis Special Vienna-style amber lager with rich bold
flavor. 4.50

has a wonderfully delicious and intensely bitter flavor on a
refreshing malt base. 8.50

Sol A fresh, malty, fruity-lemony flavor with a soft,

Flying Dog Imperial Porter (Maryland) Roasted chocolate,

Negra Modelo Caramel and chocolate flavors, with good

Dale’s Pale Ale (Colorado) America’s first hand-canned

Irish

coffee and vanilla malt flavors balanced with a unique hop
bite. 5.00

craft beer is a voluminously hopped “mutha” that delivers a
hoppy nose, assertive-but-balanced flavors of pale malts and
hops from start to finish. 5.00

Sierra Nevada Pale Ale (California) Deep amber color and
an exceptionally full-bodied, complex character. Generous
quantities of premium Cascade hops. 5.00

quenching dry finish. 4.50

spice and nuttiness coming from nice hop content. 4.50

Harp Clean nose but mostly sweet, with barely noticeable
hop. Smooth and creamy finish at the right temp. 5.50

Smithwick’s Irish Ale Ireland’s oldest producing brewery

dating back to the 14th century. A red ale characterized by
caramel maltiness and a hint of hops. 6.00

Canadian

English

Unibroue La Fin du Monde Triple Golden Ale Floral

Boddingtons The taste is very smooth and mellow. Very well

bouquet aromas of honey, spice, coriander and malt. Mildly
yeasty with a complex palate of malt, fruit and spice notes
and a smooth dry finish. 10.00

Labatt Blue A well-balanced, fully matured, full-flavored
beer with a fruity character and a slightly sweet aftertaste.

4.50

balanced. Slight hop flavor, but not strong or intense. This is
an excellent beer to start the night with, or for session
drinking. 6.00

New Castle Brown Ale Nice caramel color with very nice
malt. It is a little sweet with a light hop bite. 5.00

Belgian

German
Spaten Lager Golden in color with a well-balanced hop

flavor. The full rounded body is a superb balance between
hops and a malty sweetness. 5.50

Franziskaner Hefe-Weisse Hell Brewed from wheat malt,
barley malt, hops and top fermenting yeast. 5.75

Hoegaarden With an aroma of orange peel, coriander and
spice, its characteristic taste is entirely unique: smooth,
light-bodied and simultaneously sweet and sour. 5.50

Lindemans Framboise Magnificent aroma, delicate palate
of raspberries with undertones of fruity acidity; elegant,
sparkling clean taste. 5.75

Petrus Aged Pale Ale This beer is made only with pale

Dutch
Green grassy hops and light fruit with a crisp finish. 5.00

malts and is unblended. It has aged 24-30 months in wood,
and emerges with an oaky aroma; hints of sherry and fruit,
among a depth of flavors; the classic sourness in the finish;
and an intentionally low carbonation. 8.50

Heineken Light golden in color, highly carbonated and

Stella Artois Pale golden color, fragrant hops and a smooth

Amstel Light Medium-bodied, with a light gold color.

produces a large foamy head with even a careful pour. The
beer finishes with a respectable hop bite. A crisp, refreshing
lager that is perfect for summer thirst quenching. 5.00

palate a little on the sweeter side. Slightly fruity followed by
a sharp hop bitterness. 5.00

Subject to availability.

